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Abstract. This study aims to determine the effect of: (1) organizational culture on performance of lecturer, and (2) managerial competence of lecturer on performance of lecturer. Subjects were lecturers at study program of obstetrics of Private University in North Sumatera, with a total sample of 172 respondents. Tool measuring instruments used in data retrieval organizational culture, managerial competence by using a Likert scale questionnaire. For performance data used direct observation to lecturers of obstetrics program at Private University in North Sumatera. Before the research instrument used in this study, it tested first, followed by validity and reliability testing. To test the validity questionnaire used calculation formula product moment, and to test the reliability of the questionnaire used alpha formula. Coefficient reliability of Organizational culture questionnaire is 0.921 and coefficient reliability of managerial competence is 0.904. Thus the instruments are the very high category questionnaire. To test the hypothesis proposed in this study used the techniques of correlation and path coefficient. Based on hypothesis tested, it can be concluded that there is a direct and significant effect: (1) organizational culture on performance of lecturer with path coefficient = 0.222, (2) managerial competence of lecturer on performance of lecturer with path coefficient of 0.156.
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I. BACKGROUND

Universities as centers of human resources is expected to produce superior graduates, qualified, with a graduate characterized by cautious, intelligent, creative, professional, and productive. In order to achieve the goals, university can do several indicators of the quality management of universities.

In order to achieve excellence university, qualified and relevant to the needs of the community and national development, there are some strategies that will be implemented by the management of university, namely: (1) improve the quality of education, research and community service through internal quality assurance and external quality assessment system through independent accreditation by the National Accreditation Board of University (BAN-PT), also the acquisition of ISO and accreditation of international institutions; (2) developing a curriculum and instructional quality, effective, and relevant to the needs of students and stakeholders, which produces graduates who are righteous, noble, independent, intelligent and skilled, creative, professional, and productive; (3) increase the number and quality of lecturers and students by facilitating research and community service; (4) improve the quality, competence and qualifications of lecturers.

University is as one of the educational institution that the task is implementation of the Tri Dharma of University, in order to increase competitiveness, performance, productivity, quality, relevance, and effectiveness and efficiency, it is necessary to reform any educational component in it. One vital component that needs to be addressed in order to improve performance, productivity, effectiveness, and efficiency and improving the execution of tasks Tri Dharma of University in providing education, services to students, and society by improving the quality of human resources, especially increasing quality of the lecturers.

Accordance to Wibowo, performance is an implementation of the plans that have been prepared. Implementation of performance carried out by human resources who have the ability, competence, motivation and interest. How the organization respects and treats its human resources will affect the attitudes and behavior in running performance. According to Timpe, performance is the culmination of three interrelated elements, namely: skill, effort, and the nature of external circumstances.

Benardin and Russel defined the performance as the record of out comes produced on a specified job function or activity during as specified time periods”. According to Robbin in Rival performance as a function of the interaction between the ability (A), motivation (M) and opportunity (O), which is performance = f (A × M × O), it meant the performance is a function of ability, motivation and opportunity. Opportunity is the highest level of performance.
Performance model developed by Colquitt et.al. confirms that the overall performance is affected by the four components, namely: Organizational Mechanism, Group Mechanism, Individual Characteristics and Individual Mechanism. Components of organizational mechanisms, included organizational culture and organizational structure, the component of group mechanisms included team process, team characteristics, leadership style and behavior, and leadership power and influence. Characteristics of individual components consisting of personality and culture values and abilities, while other components are individual mechanism included job satisfaction, stress, motivation, trust, justice and ethics, as well as learning and decision making. While the performance model by Newstrom, the performance is influenced by several variables, namely: organizational culture, leadership, communication, and motivation. Where the variable of organizational culture is influenced by other variables, namely, the formal organization and non-formal organization.

Private university is a university that was founded and/or held by the community. There are 113 programs in concentration of obstetrics at private university in the Province of North Sumatera, with the number of lecturers as many as 906 lecturers, where the total number of lecturers have academic qualifications Strata three (PhD) : 2 lecturers, Strata two (Master):144 lecturers; Specialist: 386 lecturers, Profession:19 lecturers and Diploma two:14 lecturers,

If viewed from the total number of lecturers there, then there should be many results of research in obstetrics, which can be used as an input to people, especially in North Sumatra, when the results of the research devoted to the interests and welfare of society. But in reality the data obtained from Kopertis Region I North Sumatra, as the data of praresearchfound that in 2014, lecturer in obstetrics program who conduct research only 20 persons, while for the field of community service does not exist, in 2013 and 2012 there was only one person lecturer conducted research, for public service does not exist.

So according to the researchers that the performance of lecturer in obstetrics programat private university in North Sumatera needs to be studied and analyzed scientifically, what factors that caused the low performance, which studied from effect of organizational culture and managerial competence in their workplace.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

1. The Performance of Lecturer

Performance has a broader meaning, not only expressed as a result of the work, but also how the processe work in progress. The performance is about doing the work and results of the work. Performance is about what you do and how to do it. Performance is the result of work that has a strong relationship with the organization with strategic objectives and customer satisfaction.

According to Wibowo, performance is an implementation of the plan has been prepared. Implementation of performance carried out by human resources who have the ability, competence, motivation and interests. "How can the organization appreciates and treats its human resources will affect the attitudes and behavior in running performance.

According to Timpe, the performance was "the culmination of the three elements are interrelated, namely: skill, effort, and the nature of external circumstances." Benardin and Russel defined "performance is as the record of out comes produced on a specified job function or as activity during specified time periods."

According to Robbin in Rivai, "the performance is as a function of the interaction between the ability (A), motivation (M) and opportunity (O), which is performance - f (A × M × O) that is to say, the performance is a function of the ability, motivation and opportunity. And the opportunity is the highest level of performance.

From the definition above, it can be understood that: (1) performance is the willingness of a person or group of people to do the activities/tasks and perfect them in accordance with its responsibilities with the results as expected, (2) the performance is a process in the management of human resources that had implications on the activities carried out a process of general management starts with setting goals and objectives, implementation, direction, and ends with the evaluation, and (3) the performance associated with job satisfaction levels and rates of return has been affected by the skills, abilities and individual properties. Performance related to job satisfaction is a feeling towards work. Feeling as a result of an assessment of how far the work as a whole is able to satisfy the needs.

2. Organizational Culture

Cultural organizations will bear the norm as a standard accepted by the members of the organization with certain characteristics or an unwritten rule, among other things: First, the norms established only with respect to things that are important for the organization's members. Second, the norm is accepted in varying degrees by the members of the organization, there is a norm accepted fully, and there is also partially accepted. Therefore, the norm is an agreement that became unwritten rule, but implied and understood by all members of the organization.
Luthans said that organizational culture has a number of important characteristics, some of which are: (1) The rules of behavior were observed. When members of the organization interact each other, they use language, terms, and public rituals pertaining to respect and how to behave; (2) Norms. There is a standard of behavior, include guidelines on how much work is done, which in many companies become: do not do too much and not too little; (3) Dominant value. Organizational support and hope that the participants share the core values; (4) Philosophy. There are policies that build trust in organizations on how employees and or customers are treated; (5) Rules. There are strict guidelines relating to company’s target. Newcomers must learn the techniques and procedures in order to be accepted as a member of a growing group; and (6) Organizational climate. This is an overall feeling conveyed by the physical setting, the way participants interact, and how members of the organization in touch with customers and people from outside.

According to Robins, “organizational culture is a common perception held by members of the organization on a system of shared meaning. From the same source Robins also interpret that organizational culture is a basic philosophy that gives direction to the organization's policy in the management of employees and customers.

While Owen defined organizational culture is as a norm which informs members of the organization about what acceptable is, the dominant values that respected organization over the others, assumptions and beliefs held with members of the organization, rules that must be learned if you want consistent and accepted as members of the organization, philosophy that directs organization in dealing with its employees and subordinates.

3. Managerial Competence

Wibowo (2009: 111) argued also "the competence is individual characteristics that underlie work performance or behavior. In line with Spencer and Spencer (1993: 9) stated "A competency is an underlying characteristic of an individual that is causally related to criterion-referenced effective and/or superior performance in a job or situation". It means competence is a fundamental characteristics of the individu, which causes associated with the reference criterion of effective performance”.

In connection with Slocum and Hellriegel (2004: 8) stated also "the self competency includes the knowledge, skills and abilities to assess your own strength and weaknesses, set and pursue professional and personal goals: balance work and personal life: and engage in new learning - including new or modified skills, behaviors, and attitudes ". Which means, competence included knowledge, skills and abilities to explore the strengths and weaknesses of yourself, set goals and achieve professionally and continue to learn, to behave and act in terms of new skills.

In Wibowo (2009: 111) Spencer and Spencer explained that there are five characteristics in the competence, namely: 1) The motive is something that consistently thinks or wants the person who caused the action. Motive encourages, directs, and choose the action or behavior towards a particular goal. 2) Physical characteristics and properties are consistent response to a situation or information. Example: The speed of reaction and sharpness of the eyes are the physical characteristics of one's competence fighter pilot. 3) The concept itself is attitudes, values, or the image of a person. Self-confidence is the belief that they can be effective in almost any situation is part of the concept of the person. 4) Knowledge is information that people have in their specific field. Knowledge is a complex competence. Scores on tests of knowledge often fail to predict performance for failing to measure the knowledge and skills in a way that is actually used in the work. 5) Skill is the ability to do certain physical or mental tasks. Competence mental or cognitive skills including analytical and conceptual thinking.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research was conducted in Obstetrics Program at private university in North Sumatra Province and the time of the research was May until December 2015. In this study, the population were all lecturers in Obstetrics Program at private university in North Sumatra, with the criteria the lecturer is permanent lecturer who has a minimum qualification of strata two, and has National Identification Number of Lecturer (NIDN), with a total of 310 lecturers. The sample is part of the number and characteristics possessed by this population. Arikunto (2006: 136) stated that the acquisition of the sample more accurately, It is necessary use formula Issac and Michael, then obtained a sample of 172 lecturers.

The research instrument is a tool that used to collect research data, so the validity and reliability determine the quality of data to be analyzed to obtain the conclusion of a study. To get the research instruments valid and reliable, It is important to develop the instrument in accordance with the theory of measurement, and research instrument is in the form of non test. In connection with it, Djaali and Muljono proposed the steps to develop research instruments, namely: (1) synthesize theories be assessed on a concept of a variable to be measured; (2) based on the construct developed dimensions and indicators of variables to be measured; (3) make
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a grating instrument in the form of a table of specifications that included dimensions, indicators, item number and the number of items for each dimension and indicators; (4) determine the amount or parameter which is engaged in a range of the continuum; and (5) write instruments grains that can form a statement or question.

Therefore, all the research instrument used to collect the data variables in this study developed through the stages included: conducting the study of theory about the concept of the study’s variable and formulating the construct, developing dimensions and indicators of each variables, makes grating instruments, and arrange items statement in the form of enclosed questionnaire for organizational culture and managerial competence variables. For performance of lecturer variable arranged point of statement in observation sheet that comes with the observation guidelines.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

From the calculation, It found that organizational culture has direct positive effect on the performance of lecturer. It can be concluded that the research hypothesis proposed that there is a direct positive effect organizational culture on performance of lecturers can be received and verified.

Results of testing the hypothesis that organizational culture directly affects on the performance of lecturer, with large path coefficient = 0.222, so direct effect of organizational culture on performance of lecturer is 0.222. The value of this coefficient implies an increase of one unit variable of organizational culture will improve performance of lecturer of 0.222 units, assumed other variables are constant.

The result is in line with research conducted by Dirwan, where the results of his research stated that organizational culture has direct impact significantly on the performance of lecturer at private university, the same research also conducted by Qomariah that there is a direct influence of organizational culture on performance of the lecturer at private college in the district of Jember. This finding is consistent with the opinion of Triguno, that color of work culture is the productivity in the form of behavior that can be measured, such as hard work, discipline, productive, responsibility, motivated, creative, innovative, responsive and independent. This means that the work culture is the foundation that will produce quality work process. Therefore, if the lecturers want to produce best quality work, they should have work with strong culture of work and the right work process.

Organizational culture is a common value system of what is believed and foremost on what and how something is done which produce norms and performance, expected to be is completely formulated based on the agreement of each member of the organization, value systems that exist within the organization should be communicated well within an organization, as with the communication that can determine whether or not to successful organizations.

Lecturers as educators and teachers in obstetrics program at private university are expected always make changes in the activities of education and teaching, the change is meant changes to the learning activities of teaching does not simply pass on the education and teaching of each school year in the pattern or model of the same learning, because it this is certainly not in line with what is expected by university, especially those of private universities, where private universities where a greater emphasis on a more optimal result.

When lecturer is as one indicator that produce new human resources superior and intelligent, the lecturers demanded always make learning innovation, how the planning of learning, how the leaning material taught, how the teaching carried out in the classroom until finally the student as a potential human resource born as a human resource that has a value of science and technology that is ready to compete in accordance with their respective competence.

Things that need to be considered by the lecturers for the purpose of education and teaching can be achieved in accordance with the expected results, namely to produce graduates of new human resources superior, smart, and competitive, so a lecturer in performing duties and expectations as educator and teaching must execute in detail and carefully by doing a good analysis, so the precision and accuracy of the final result from the execution of their duties can be realized well. Thus the hypothesis is verified.

From the calculation result, direct effect managerial competence on the performance of lecturer is expressed by Beta Model Number 2 is 0,156. It can be concluded that the research hypothesis proposed that there is a direct positive effect on the performance of the managerial competence of lecturers can be received and verified. Results of testing the hypothesis that the managerial competence directly affects the performance of the lecturer with a path coefficient = 0.156. The value of this coefficient implies an increase of one unit managerial competencies will enhance the performance of lecturer at 0.156 units, by assuming other variables are constant.

This study is in line with the results of research conducted by Wirda and Azra, with research title “Managerial Competence And Its Effect on Performance of Creative Industries of West Sumatra. The results showed that there is the significant effect of the Managerial Competence on Performance of Creative Industries in West Sumatera.
Lecturer with the duties and responsibilities that are often referred to as Tri Dharma of University, namely as educators and teachers, researchers, and community service, be a task that would be difficult for them to do if a leader become a leader they do not have an idea, ideas and thoughts good to make a planning, organizing, mobilization and supervision at colleges where they work, because it affects how the leadership of the organization particularly in view of higher education organizations can run well which of course when doing managerial leadership competencies.

Chairman or director in obstetrics program at private university is the leader in the organization, must has competence in formulating a program of work organization, that also be a reference and guide for all the lecturer in the organization to carry out the duties and responsibilities of each when they already know what the university leader want or planned, of course they will also participate and run a job that is in accordance with planning the organization.

Competence of the university leader in terms of identifying the problems associated with the work of lecturer, the ability to collect data and information, data and information process, how to formulate the factors internal and external that can inhibit and encourage managerial, choose alternative solutions up to take the right decision, set the duration of employment, and establish tools and methods for efficient achievement of organizational goals. This is the cornerstone of planning led private university of obstetrics study program that the lecturers in implementing the tasks of education and teaching, which started learning effectively and can master the learning material by aperception, conveying competence to be achieved, adjust the material to the learning objectives, linking the material with knowledge relevant, accuracy discussion with learning materials, and systematically presents the material. It can happen in an effective learning if the leadership of the college is able to formulate a plan of organizational goals with their ability to collect data up to formulate and choose alternatives in taking the right decision in accordance with the objectives of the organization.

Applying the approach or strategy for effective learning and utilize resources and learning media in accordance with the competence to be achieved, by implementing the learning in accordance with the allocation of time planned be easily done by lecturers in teaching when the director or head of the private college of obstetrics in North Sumatra able to formulate and plan learning evaluation to measure the achievement of learning objectives by giving assignments corresponding basic tasks and functions of each faculty, with the atmosphere of effective communication, effective cooperation to foster harmony in the work, and the ability of the university leader to give orders educational work and teaching systematic.

Competence in compiling and evaluating the task of the lecturers and competence in delegating tasks according expertise with the regular system and harmonious cooperation work, will be able to form a behavior teaching faculty to demonstrate their skills in the use of learning resources, which generate messages and learning resources which are interesting. But of course assignments to lecturers must also conform to the standard formula size planning learning objectives have been decided by the leadership of the college, if this can be done by university leaders will certainly grow partisifasi active students through interaction of faculty and students, by responding to the participation of students with a positive response, with an open attitude to the response of these students, in which the involvement of students is so important, because they are told that they must show an open attitude toward student response, suggesting a personal relationship that is conducive to cultivate the joy and enthusiasm of the students in the study according to the lesson plan relevant and appropriate to the learning goals.

Tri Dharma of University implement education and teaching, research and community service are as tasks and responsibility of lecturers in university. In teaching, lecturers master learning materials, use of relevant learning materials, using the strategy or approach to learning appropriate to the material to be taught, maintaining student involvement in the classroom, by growing conduciveness and open communication in learning. This of course can be done when the chairman or director of a university leaders on Obstetrics Study Program able to put together an organization planning to make policies and decisions and to be able to empower the teachers to perform tasks well, research, education and teaching and community service in accordance with the field each lecturer. Additional capabilities are also to be understood and practiced by its leaders is the ability to coordinate the work, motivate lecturers to achieve the goal, create cooperation with professors, and set the standard of quality of work.

To formulate the right job in accordance with organizational objectives to be achieved, creating a standard measure, assess, to make decisions as the ability of the leaders of private universities of obstetrics study program, foster effective cooperation, coordinating the work of the faculty based on skills and tasks that are relevant, setting standards and measurement methods of work, assess the results of the work that has been achieved, decided recommendation on the work already accomplished, to formulate a job to repair if it has not fulfill the objectives drawn, making corrective actions and establish methods of work corrective action work. This capability becomes which is vital for leaders at private university in order to provide the results of the organization's work better and appropriate in the formulation of the work that had been developed for the achievement of the organization objectives seen from Tri Dharma of University implemented by lecturer.
properly, effectively, and efficiently, ie Tri Dharma of University: education and teaching, research and community service.

V. CONCLUSION
Based on the research that has been described previously, it can be concluded:
1. Organizational culture has positive direct effect on the performance of lecturer in obstetrics program at private university of North Sumatera. An organizational culture affect greatest in this study is an indicator of organizational culture on innovation and risk taking. In other words, the better the innovation and risk taking in the culture of the organization, the higher the performance of lecturer in obstetrics program at private university of North Sumatera.
2. Competence managerial has positive direct effect on the performance of lecturer in Obstetrics Program at private university of North Sumatera. Managerial competence affect greatest in this study is the managerial competence on monitoring indicators. In other words, the better oversight on managerial competence, the higher the performance of lecturer at private university of Obstetrics Study Program in North Sumatra.
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